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Abstract
A new attempt is demonstrated that QFTs can be UV finite if they
are viewed as the low energy effective theories of a fundamental under-
lying theory (that is complete and well-defined in all respects) accord-
ing to the modern standard point of view. This approach works for
any interaction model and space-time dimension. It is much simpler in
principle and in technology comparing to any known renormalization
program.Unlike the known renormalization methods, the importance
of the procedure for defining the ambiguities (corresponding to the
choice of the renormalization conditions in the conventional program)
is fully appreciated in the new approach. It is shown that the high
energy theory(s) or the underlying theory(s) in fact ’stipulates (stipu-
late)’ the low energy and effective ones through these definitions within
our approach while all the conventional methods miss this important
point. Some simple but important nonperturbative examples are dis-
cussed to show the power and plausibility of the new approach.Other
related issues ( especially the IR problem and the implication of our
new approach for the canonical quantization procedure) are briefly
touched.
PACS number(s): 11.10.-z; 11.10.Gh; 11.15.-q; 11.15. Bt
∗This is an extended version of the invited talk presented at the 11th International
Conference (PQFT’98) held in JINR, Dubna, Russia, July 13-17, 1998.
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1 Introduction
It is known to all that the old frameworks of renormalization (Ren) first
invoke UV infinities and then try to find some doubtful ’operation’ to remove
them in order to predict the obviously finite world [1]. The worse is, one has
to find a regularization (Reg) first in the intermediate stage of the framework
without appreciating the physical implication of this technical necessity. In
short, the difficulty is inevitable if one holds the present formulation of QFTs
to be complete and elementary. The necessity of introducing a regularization
(in whatever way [2]) itself means already that the present formulation of
QFTs is not a complete or fundamental one. This is also reflected in that
most field theorists take the QFTs as defined below a UV cutoff scale. But
such a cutoff scenario often pushes us to the difficulties like removing infinities
in ways as consistent as possible.
Now, it has become a standard point of view that a fundamental theory
(well defined for the extremely high energy end) underlies the present QFTs
that are in fact low energy (LE) effective theories for the phenomena in LE
ranges [3]. But as far as the author knows, we are still lacking a formulation
that can yield finite results in a natural way (without invoking ad hoc Regs
and divergences) that fully makes use of the standard point of view. A new
approach is proposed in Ref. [4] that fully exhibits the power of the standard
point of view if one uses it appropriately. (The Wilsonian approach [5] which
works perfectly in the context of critical phenomena, is questionable if one
applies it to all ordinary QFTs in the original sense as then it can only deal
with the renormalizable ones in an ad hoc way (see, Eq.(18) in Ref. [6],
which needs verification instead of being imposed for the theories).) As will
be seen in the following, our approach is rather simple and does not depend
on model specifics and space-time dimension. (One may take it as a strategy
more than as a technology due to its wide applicability.)
Let us elaborate on the standard point of view as a natural postulate or
argument: suppose, the true complete theory underlying the present QFTs
is found, it must be well defined in every aspect and always yields physically
sound (finite, of course) predictions in any energy range, at least for those
ranges supposed to be well described by present QFT models. It must have
been characterized by certain new parameters dominant in the extremely high
energy end to make the theory UV finite. All the objects (like the FAs)
given by the present formulation of QFTs should be well-defined if they are
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derived or calculated from the underlying theory with certain limit operation
about its fundamental parameters performed afterwards as we are presently
in a ”low energy” phase. (we do not view FAs as primary starting points but
as something derived from the underlying theory.) Of course these Green
functions (calculated from the underlying theory) for the LE phenomena
compromise only various subsets of Green functions (in the underlying the-
ory). Our present QFTs are just LE reformulations or reorganizations via
the present quantization procedures without the information about the UV
underlying world (hence being possibly UV ill-defined ones).
In some treatments, one simply ’integrates out’ the ’HE’ modes of a
presently known model. This is not correct as we will see below. In fact, the
mechanism for the appearance or evolution of LE fields and phenomena from
the underlying theory must be a sophisticated ’integrating-out’ of the modes
given by the underlying theory rather than those described by the present
(LE effective) models. When we are talking about the ’integrating-out’ of
HE modes or the underlying modes, we refer to the mechanisms–unknown
to us yet–of the emergence or ’evolution’ of the LE phenomenological modes
or fields out of the underlying theory.
To focus on the UV problem, we will assume from now on that there
were no unphysical IR singularity in the LE models in our discussions or
we have already had an IR regular formulation for the LE QFTs. (We will
discuss later about the IR structure’s contribution to the whole formulation–
it should be reconsidered to arrive at a totally satisfying formulation, esp.
for QCD-like theories where the IR singularity is rather serious and affects
the theories’ predictions [7]).
It is desirable to employ a generating functional formalism [8] or a path
integral formalism to assemble these Green functions for each of the subsets.
It is natural to expect that generally the well-defined path integral should
necessarily carry some indispensable information about the underlying the-
ory, i.e., the fundamental parameters characterizing the underlying theory,
in the following way
Z{σ}({J
i}) =
∫
Dµ(φi{σ}) exp{iS(φ
i
{σ}; {Ji}; {σ})} (1)
where {σ} are the underlying fundamental parameters (some fundamental
constants which should include the Newtonian gravitation constant) from
the underlying theory and {J i} are the external sources specifying the LE
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phenomenon. The ’elementary fields’ for the QFTs (φi{σ}) are here appended
by the underlying parameters to indicate that they are in fact effective. It
is easy to see that for different LE phenomenological physics, the LE limit
operation may act upon sets of underlying parameters that differ in part.
The ease of using the path integral formalism lies in that one can again
think in terms of Hamiltonian or Lagrangian which is more familiar to physi-
cists. Thus it is immediate to see that the spectra given by the conventional
field theories’ Hamiltonians differ from those derived from the underlying the-
ory, especially in the UV regions. And the deviation is in a sense measured by
the ill-definedness or UV divergence in the conventional QFTs. More severe
UV divergence implies more degrees of deviation, as is expressed through the
fact that unrenormalizable models which exhibit more serious divergence are
in fact models suitable for much lower energy ranges, i.e., these models are
worse descriptions for higher energy physics. The underlying theory picture
means that these effective fields (or modes) will break up when energy goes
up, in the meantime new and more elementary field or modes become ac-
tive. Of course some of the fields or modes might persist over all high energy
ranges, which means that they were elementary modes in the underlying the-
ory (cosmic ’fossils’ of the big Bang?). Anyway, the true spectral manifolds
of fields (which must be more complicated ones in terms of the underlying
parameters) in the LE phenomena are not the simple ones (often Euclidean
spaces in the UV ends) given by the present Hamiltonians. Hence, it is not
justified to extrapolate linearly the spectra probed in the LE ranges ( and so
the simple ’integrating-out’ of the ’HE’ modes given by any LE model is not
justified).
The true spectral manifolds are presently beyond our reach. Both the
underlying parameters {σ} and the way they enter into the ’story’ are un-
known yet. Without them, one can not calculate anything in principle from
our present QFTs due to the ill-definedness. The usual way is to cut off the
UV parts of the spectra by hand in order to be able to compute. That is the
historical origin for the regularization (Reg)procedures. But this artificial op-
eration often ’deforms’ the effective theories (without physical justification)
in such a way that when these deformations are removed, infinite results
may appear. This in turn calls for the procedures of subtraction or Rens.
All these troubles are due to not knowing how the underlying parameters
work. The Regs are just artificial substitutes for the {σ}.
What we are trying to present in the following is that if one starts merely
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with the existence of the underlying theory and {σ} (without knowing the
details), then there is a simple way one can calculate the amplitudes wanted
without introducing any ad hoc Reg or cutoff that leads to UV divergence.
The principle and core technical part of our approach are given in sec-
tion II. We first demonstrate it for the one-loop case in the Feynman graph
language. The treatment of the multi-loop cases is given in section III where
many conventional subtleties like overlapping divergence and shifting of inte-
gral momenta are shown to be easily resolved. Some general issues associated
with the whole structures of QFTs are given there. Then we discuss some
nonperturbative examples in our approach in section IV where some quan-
tum mechanical cases are shown to be in fact supporting our point of view
concerned with some weak points of the old Ren framework. Section V is
devoted to the discussion of the IR problem, which points out some direc-
tions for further investigation and its nontrivial relation to the whole theory
structures. The last section contains some discussions and the summary.
2 How Can UV Finite Results be Derived
From our discussion in section I, we see that the effective Hamiltonians (and
hence the propagators and vertices in their present forms) are the LE limits
of the ones characterized by {σ}. In an ill-defined Feynman amplitude (or
other quantities in different formalisms) constructed from the present forms
of propagators and vertices, we had in fact first taken the LE limit operation
before any internal integration is done. Thus, it is immediate to observe
that: ill-defined (or divergent) Feynman amplitudes (FAs) (or quantities in
other formulation) given by the effective theories (QFTs) are consequences of
illegitimate operations on the corresponding ”amplitudes” from the underlying
theory. In formula, if the integrand f({Qi}, {pj}, {mk}) of an ill-defined FA
corresponds to the integrand f¯({Qi}, {pj}, {mk}; {σl}) from the underlying
theory with {Qi}, {pj}, {mk}, {σl} being respectively loop momenta, external
momenta, masses and the fundamental parameters in the underlying theory,
then
Γ0 ({pj}, {mk}) = L{σ}Γ({pj}, {mk}; {σl})
= L{σ}
∫ ∏
i
dnQif¯({Qi}, {pj}, {mk}; {σl})
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6=
∫ ∏
i
dnQiL{σ}f¯({Qi}, {pj}, {mk}; {σl})
=
∫ ∏
i
dnQif({Qi}, {pj}, {mk}), (2)
where Γ0 and Γ are well-defined (finite), the symbol L{σ} denotes the LE
limit operations and n refers to space-time dimension. That means, L{σ} and∫ ∏
i d
nQi do not commute on all the integrands f¯(...), i.e., the commutator
δ{σ} =
[
L{σ},
∫ ∏
i
dnQi
]
(3)
only vanishes identically for convergent (i.e., well-defined) FAs, otherwise
we meet troubles: divergence or ill-definedness in FAs. That is to say, the
deviation of the effective formalism is not detected by the convergent FAs, or
these amplitudes can be well described by the LE limit forms of the effective
theories. This is an extremely important fact for our purpose in the following.
As the underlying theory or the amplitudes f¯(...; {σl}) are unavailable by
now, we have to find a way to approach the truth, Γ0({pj}, {mk})’s. In the
following, we will demonstrate a new and tractable way to achieve this goal
which is different from any existent methods (see, e.g. Ref [6] that are based
on the Wilson’s picture [5]. We will discuss later why the old ones [6] are
in fact rather limited and ad hoc and simply incapable of dealing with the
’unrenormalizable’ interactions that are physically interested).
First we show that the following important relation holds for 1-loop case
ill-defined FAs (c.f. Eq.(2) for 1-loop case)
∫
dnQ
(
∂pj
)ω
f(Q, {pj}, {mk}) =
(
∂pj
)ω
Γ0({pj}, {mk}), (4)
with ω−1 being the usual superficial divergence degree of
∫
dnQf(Q, {pj}, {mk})
so that the lhs of Eq.(4) exists (finite),
(
∂pj
)ω
denoting differentiation’s wrt
the external parameters {pj}’s of the amplitude and Γ
0(...) is the LE limit
of the amplitude calculated in the underlying theory (i.e., the internal mo-
mentum integration is performed first). It is easy to see that the operation(
∂pj
)ω
leads to convergent graphs with certain external momenta taking zero
values at the new vertices hence ”created” and the convergent graphs can be
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calculated with the present forms of propagators and vertices or with per-
forming the LE limit operation first as it now commutes with the internal
momentum integration.
The proof is very simple, since
∫
dnQ
(
∂pj
)ω
f(Q, {pj}, {mk}) =
∫
dnQ
(
∂pj
)ω
L{σ}f¯(Q, {pj}, {mk}; {σl})
=
∫
dnQL{σ}
(
∂pj
)ω
f¯(Q, {pj}, {mk}; {σl})
= L{σ}
∫
dnQ
(
∂pj
)ω
f¯(Q, {pj}, {mk}; {σl})
= L{σ}
(
∂pj
)ω
Γ({pj}, {mk}; {σl}) =
(
∂pj
)ω
Γ0({pj}, {mk}). (5)
The second and the fifth steps follow from the commutativity of the two
operations
(
∂pj
)ω
and L{σ} as they act on different arguments, the third step
is due to the existence of
∫
dnQ
(
∂pj
)ω
f(Q, ...) and the fourth is justified
from the existence of
∫
dnQf¯(Q, ...; {σl})(= Γ(...; {σl})).
The right end of Eq.(4) can be found now as the left end exists as a
nonpolynomial (nonlocal) function of external momenta and masses, i.e.,
denoting it as Γ0(ω),
(
∂pj
)ω
Γ0({pj}, {mk}) = Γ
0
(ω)({pj}, {mk}). (6)
To find Γ0({pj}, {mk}), we integrate both sides of Eq.(6) wrt the external
momenta ”ω” times indefinitely to arrive at the following expressions
(∫
p
)ω [
(∂p)
ωΓ0({pj}, {mk})
]
= Γ0({pj}, {mk}) +N
ω({pj}, {cω})
= Γnpl({pj}, {mk}) +N
ω({pj}, {Cω}) (7)
with {cω} and {Cω} being arbitrary constant coefficients of an ω − 1 order
polynomial in external momenta Nω and Γnpl({pj}, {mk}) being a definite
nonpolynomial function of momenta and masses [9]. Evidently Γ0({pj}, {mk})
is not uniquely determined within conventional QFTs at this stage. That the
true expression
Γ0({pj}, {mk}) = Γnpl({pj}, {mk}) +N
ω({pj}, {c¯ω}), c¯ω = Cω − cω (8)
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contains a definite polynomial part (unknown yet) implies that it should come
from the LE limit operation on Γ({pj}, {mk}; {σl}) (see Eq.(2)) as the usual
convolution integration can not yield a polynomial part–also an indication of
the incompleteness of the formalism of the QFTs.
We can take the above procedures as efforts for rectifying the ill-defined
FAs and ”represent” the FAs with the expressions like the rhs of Eq.(7), i.e.,∫
dnQf(Q, {pj}, {mk}) >=< Γnpl({pj}, {mk}) +N
ω({pj}, {Cω}) (9)
with ”>=<” indicating that lhs is rectified as rhs [9]. That the ambiguities
reside only in the local part means that the QFTs are also quite effective
over a nonzero space-time distance.
To find the {c¯ω}’s in Eq.(8) we need inputs from the physical properties of
the system ( such as symmetries, invariances, unitarity of scattering matrix
and reasonable behavior of differential cross-sections) and a complete set of
data from experiments [10, 11] (if we can derive them from the underlying
theory all these requirements would be automatically fulfilled) as physics de-
termines everything after all. In other words, all the ambiguities should
be fixed in this way. Note that this is a principle independent of interac-
tion models and space-time dimensions, i.e., we can calculate the quantum
corrections in any model provided the definitions can be consistently and
effectively done. Similar approach had been adopted by Llewellyn Smith to
fix ambiguities on Lagrangian level by imposing high energy symmetry, etc.
on relevant quantities [11].
For later use, I would like to elaborate on the implications of the con-
stants. As we have seen, the c¯ω’s arise in fact from the low energy limit
operation on the objects already calculated in the underlying theory, they
are uniquely defined for any specific low energy phenomenology up to possi-
ble reparametrization invariance. Different choices of these constants either
are incorrect or simply correspond to different LE theories (amount to being
defined by different underlying theories). Since different Regs and/or Ren
conditions correspond to different choices of the constants, we may find, es-
pecially in nonperturbative cases (we will see such important examples in
section IV that support our arguments here [12]), that different Regs and
Ren conditions lead to rather different ’renormalized’ LE theories, or even
could not describe relevant low energy physics. Thus it is clear that the
low energy effective theories can not be totally independent of the underly-
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ing theory(s), i.e., the underlying theory stipulates or influences the effective
ones through these constants though the fundamental parameters character-
izing the underlying theory do not appear in the LE formulations. All the
known approaches seemed to have failed to fully appreciate this important
part. As we will see in section IV, the former studies on the self-adjoint
extension [13] of some quantum mechanical Hamiltonians just confirm our
conclusions here.
3 Multi-loop Case
The treatment for the multiloop case is very simple and straightforward, at
least in principle.
Since the UV divergence will appear if one first take the limit before
doing loop momenta integrations, our strategy is just to move the limit op-
erator L{σ} across the integration operations in such a way that no potential
divergence is left over just like in the single loop case.
For any multi-loop graph Γ (we will use the same symbol to denote
the graph and the FA associated with if it is not confusing), we should
start with the corresponding amplitude derived from the underlying theory,
i.e.,Γ(. . . ; {σ}) with the same graph structure. The only difference, as with
the 1-loop case, lies in that all the internal lines and vertices are understood
to be given by the underlying theory, which are necessarily characterized by
the presence of the parameters {σ} and are expressed in forms unknown to us
yet. For our purpose, it is enough to know they exist. Then the LE limit of
Γ(. . . ; {σ}) is just (denoted as Γ0(. . . ; {c0}) with {c0} indicating the definite
constants unknown to us that are left over by the LE limit operation)
Γ0(. . . ; {c0}) = L{σ}Γ(. . . ; {σ})
= L{σ}
∫ ∏
l
dnlf¯Γ({l}, . . . ; {σ}) (10)
where f¯Γ({l}, . . . ; {σ}) denotes the integrand obtained from the underlying
theory corresponding to the graph Γ and the dots refer to the LE parame-
ters like external momenta, mass parameters and coupling constants. Other
symbols are self-evident.
If the graph is totally convergent, then Γ0 contains no UV ambiguity
and the limit operation can be moved across all the internal integrations to
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act upon the integrand to give the product made from the propagators and
vertices given by the present QFTs. But if there is any potential UV ill-
definedness with any internal integration, one can no longer push the limit
operation across this integration. Then following our treatment for the one-
loop case, suppose that a graph Γ contains at least an overall divergence, we
proceed like the following, (we will use in the following ωγ − 1 to denote the
overall divergence index [8] for any graph γ and {l} to represent the inter-
nal momenta and all the partial differentiation operators and their ’inverse’
(which will be in the following denoted by ∂−1ωγ ) act upon the momenta only
external to the very internal integration of the graph under consideration)
Γ0(. . . ; {c0i}) = L{σ}
∫ ∏
dlf¯Γ({l}, . . . ; {σ})
⇒ ∂−1ωΓL{σ}
∫ ∏
dl∂ωΓ f¯Γ({l}, . . . ; {σ})
=
∑
{γ}=∂ωΓΓ
∂−1ωΓ L{σ}
∫ ∏
dlf¯γ({l}, . . . ; {σ}). (11)
Here we note that the differentiation wrt the external parameters ’created’
a sum of graphs {γ} (without overall divergence) from the original graph
Γ. (Note that any overall overlapping divergence is hence killed by the ∂ω
operation, only non-overlapping divergences remain, i.e., the overlapping di-
vergences are disentangled [10]). If there is no more ill-definedness (in any
subgraph), one can move the limit operator across all the internal integra-
tions to act directly upon the integrands f¯γ({l}, . . . ; {σ}) just like the overally
convergent graphs. Now one can carry out all the loop integrations without
any trouble for each graph γ and then sum them up and finally apply the ’in-
verse’ operator wrt the parameters (usually momenta) external to the graph
Γ (and each γ).
But if there are still ill-definedness with some subgraphs for each γ, then
we can not move the LE limit operator across all the loop integrations. In
this case, each graph in the set ∂ωΓΓ can be expressed as a ’product’ of diver-
gent (at least overally divergent) but disconnected subgraphs (each subgraph
itself may contain overlapping divergences), the LE limit operator does not
commute with the loop integrations associated with these subgraphs though
the other parts complement to these subgraphs can be applied with the LE
limit operator. That is, the LE limit operator crossed all the other parts and
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stopped before the divergent subgraphs. In formula, for each graph γ,it is
∂−1ωΓ
{
L{σ}
∫ ∏
dlf¯γ({l}, . . . ; {σ})
}
= ∂−1ωΓ
{∫ ∏
dl′gγ/[γ′]({l′}, . . .)
×L{σ}

∏
γ′
j
∫ ∏
iǫγ′
j
dl′if¯γ:γ′j ({l
′}γ′
j
, . . . ; {σ})




= ∂−1ωΓ
{∫ ∏
dl′gγ/[γ′]({l′}, . . .)×
∏
γ′
j
[
L{σ}Γγ:γ′
j
(. . . ; {σ})
]
 , (12)
(
⋃
γ′
j
{l′}γ′
j
)
⋃
{l′} = {l}, (13)
[γ′]
⋃
γ/[γ′] = γ, [γ′] =
∏
j
γ′j,
γ′j
⋂
γ′k = 0, forj 6= k, (14)
where all the dots in the expressions refer to the parameters ’external’ to the
loop integrations for the subgraphs (i.e., to the γ′j’s)–they are the external
parameters for the original graph Γ (also for all the graphs in {γ}) and the
internal momenta in the set {l′}. Γγ:γ′
j
refers to amplitude derived from
the underlying theory that corresponds to each subgraph γ′j contained in
γ. Since some loop momenta are ’external’ to certain subgraphs, one can
not first carry out these loop integrations before the ill-defined subgraphs are
treated and the loop integrations for these subgraphs are done. This is in
sheer contrast to the totally convergent graphs where the loop integration
order does not matter.
As the ill-defined subgraphs in [γ′] are disconnected with each other, we
now treat each of them separately as a new ’total’ graph just like what we
have done with the total graph Γ starting from Eq.(11). Then we go through
the procedures from Eq.(11) to Eq.(14) till we meet with new disconnected
and ill-defined subgraphs that are in turn to be treated as before. Finally,
we will go to the smallest subgraphs that are completely convergent. Now
we can finally move the LE limit operator across all the loop integrations
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to get the integrands totally expressed with propagators and vertices given
by the effective theories and we can begin to perform all the loop integra-
tions in such an order (a ’natural’ order from our treatment): First, perform
the loop integrations for these smallest convergent subgraphs, then by con-
struction perform the ’inverse’ differentiation operator wrt the momenta (or
masses,etc., depending on technical convenience) external to these smallest
subgraphs, and we will obtain ambiguous but finite expressions in terms
of these ’external’ parameters as generalized vertices for the higher level
subgraphs which again by construction are convergent ones even with the
generalized vertices. Secondly, go backward to carry out the loop integra-
tions for these next-to-smallest subgraphs first and then perform the ’inverse’
operation if any associated with these subgraphs, we will again arrive at gen-
eralized vertices for still ’larger’ subgraphs with more ambiguities appearing
with the ’inverse’ operation. [It is worthwhile to note that at each level of
the subgraphs, the loop integrations are guaranteed to be convergent due to
Weinberg’s theorem [14]]. The process goes on till all loop integrations and
all ’inverse’ operations are done.
The resulting expression will be a definite nonlocal functions plus nonlocal
ambiguities (due to subgraph ill-definedness) and local ambiguities if Γ is
suffering from overall divergence,
Γ0(. . . ; {c0})⇒ Γ(. . . ; {C})
= Γnpl0 (. . .) + Γ
npl
1 (. . . ; {C
′}) +NωΓ(. . . ; {C¯ ′}), (15)
{C ′}
⋃
{C¯ ′} = {C}. (16)
Here again we used NωΓ to denote the polynomial containing the ambiguities
({C¯ ′}) appearing due to the overall divergence. Others are nonlocal func-
tions. Different from the single loop case, there are nonlocal ambiguities in
this multiloop graph suffering from subgraph divergences (as evident from
our treatment) in addition to the nonlocal definite part and the local am-
biguous part. The result we obtained (Γ(. . . ; {C})) is not what we are really
after (Γ0(. . . ; {c0})), but that is the best we can do with the present QFT.
One can easily see that this formulation will yield the expressions shared with
BPHZ construction [8, 15] if one have correctly constructed it with all the
loop integrations done. Moreover, like any conventional scheme, the BPHZ
expressions should correspond to certain choices of the constants {C} for
Γ(. . . ; {C}) in our approach. That is, we can provide a universal formulation
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for all the Reg and Ren schemes at least in the perturbative framework.
It is important to point out again that the amplitudes must have been
parametrized by the constants {c0} representing the influences of the under-
lying theory (as we already addressed) in addition to the LE phenomenolog-
ical parameters (the dots that represent collectively the external momenta,
masses and couplings). Hence, it is not difficult to see that the important
roles of these constants could not be guaranteed by simply replacing them
with one running scale as done in the usual Ren schemes. Thus, the real
problem is how to find the ’truth’–the constants {c0}–or how to define the
{C}’s as we stressed in section II.
Here some remarks are in order.
A. It is evident that overlapping divergences are just automatically re-
solved in our approach, there is nothing special about it. This is because
the differentiation operators just ’kill’ the overlapping ill-definedness by ’in-
serting’ internal lines and vertices to reduce the overall divergence. Thus
one need not worry about them any more. This is the utility derived from
the differentiation wrt external parameters (momenta, masses or other mas-
sive parameters that might appear in the LE propagators) [10]. This also
dispenses the laborious construction of the counter terms when there are
overlapping divergences in the usual Ren framework.
B. Since the amplitudes constructed from the underlying theory are def-
inite (even their LE corresponding graphs are ill-defined), they must remain
unchanged under any linear transformations of the internal integration vari-
ables provided that the determinants of the jacobians for the transformations
are identities. In our treatment of the ill-defined graphs, since every loop
integration actually performed is convergent, these transformations do not
alter the results of the loop integrations. Due to the ’inverse’ operator, these
linear transformations of the integration variables will at most change the
ambiguous constants. But that does not matter at all, since these constants
are yet to be determined, they can well absorb any finite changes. Or, it
merely leads to Reg effects. This observation implies that one should not
worry about the variable shifting and routing of the external momenta that
belong to the transformations just described.
B1. An immediate corollary to this observation is that, the chiral anomaly,
which is conventionally interpreted as due to the variable shifting in relevant
linearly divergent amplitude, must have been due to other definite proper-
ties. Otherwise, if it were totally due to the local ambiguities, one can well
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remove them away by choosing appropriate definitions of the constants (or
appropriate Ren conditions). Our direct calculation shows that [9, 16], one
kind of definite rational terms (independent of masses) originated the chiral
anomaly. Since they are nonlocal and unambiguous, one can not attribute
them simply as UV effects and remove them. The trace anomaly is also
shown to be originated by such kind of rational terms [9, 17]. To our best
knowledge, this nontrivial structure (independent of the UV ambiguities) has
never been noted before in the old Ren framework.
B2. Another utility derived from the observation is that, one can choose
routings of the external momenta to be as simple as possible to make the
treatments of an ill-defined multi-loop amplitude as easy as possible. For the
single loop cases, sometimes one may only focus on the parts of the amplitude
that are really divergent. This may yield fewer ambiguities.
C. As we have seen that our treatment can lead to a universal ’parametriza-
tion’ of the Reg effects ( at least in perturbative approach), one can, in actual
calculations, employ a specific Reg that saves labor of the calculations, and
replace all the regularization parameter dependent parts in the resulting ex-
pressions with general ambiguous polynomials with correct order of power.
But the definitions of the ambiguities should be done following our treatment.
D. Although we do not need the detailed knowledge about the underlying
theory in our approach for the QFTs, it is now very clear that, the present
formulation of QFTs is incomplete to define everything for relevant phenom-
ena. Thus one has to supplement in the usual approaches something by
hand–the introduction of a Reg. Conceptually, they are necessarily artificial
substitutes for the underlying structures.
By now, it is clear that all the LE effective theories (any model in any
dimensional space-time) can be treated in this way, and they should be UV
finite . The only and yet difficult problem is that we are facing ambiguities
and we do not know the true and final answer about them. Generally, as we
have discussed in the section II, we may first impose some novel symmetries
and invariances on the amplitudes to reduce the ambiguities to certain degree,
then one has to resort to the experimental physics data. In principle, if this
idea is correct, we can ’reproduce the truth’ due to the structural relations
between the Feynman graphs as follows.
For convenience we divide all the graphs(or FAs ) into three classes: (A)
overall-divergent ones; (B) overall-convergent ones containing ill-defined sub-
graphs; and (C) the rest, totally well defined graphs. We need to resolve all
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kinds of ambiguities in classes (A) and (B). First let us look at class (B). For
a graph in this class, one would encounter nonlocal ambiguities due to the
subgragh ill-definedness. Such graphs must correspond to certain physical
processes as they carry more external lines, thus, the ambiguities in their
nonlocal expressions will in principle be fixed or removed by relevant exper-
imental data, that is, the ambiguities in the subgraphs are also constrained
by ”other graphs”. So, with the experimental data, the nonlocal ambigu-
ities (from the local ambiguities of the subgraphs in fact) are in principle
completely fixed or removed.
To solve the problem with class (A), we note that class (A) can all be
mapped into class (B) as subgraphs of the latter, then the resolution of the
ambiguities in class (A) follows immediately. Thus, to our surprise, due to the
Feynman graph structures of the whole theory all the potential ambiguities
or divergence’s should not materialize at all if the theory does not suffer from
structural inconsistency and one can in principle use the experimental data
sufficiently. The important thing is that this resolution (in principle) is only
valid for the complete theory, that is, a nonperturbative conclusion rather
than a perturbative one.
Then, the problem becomes: can these ”definitions” be consistently done?
The answer will certainly depend on model structures, then a new classifica-
tion for the QFT models for certain energy ranges based on such consistency
shows up: category one ( FTI here after) with consistent ”definitions” imple-
mentable, category two (FTII) without such consistency. In a sense, category
two appears due to our incomplete ’assembling’ of the Green functions. Of
course FTI interests us most, but as the energy range of concern extends
upward, the set FTI will ”shrink” while the set FTII will swell. The final
outcome of this ”move”, if accessible at all, should be the final underlying
theory unique up to equivalence (like the present situation in superstring the-
ories [18] somehow). As for the relation between this classification and that
judged by renormalizability, we can claim nothing rigorously before further
investigations is done. Intuitively QED, etc. seem to belong to category one
FTI .
It is time to discuss a formulation based on Wilson’s picture [6]. We note
that Wilson’s picture is basically the same as the one we used as a postulate.
But it is crucial to note that the formulation of Ref [6] is based on such an
interpretation of the Wilsonian picture, i.e., the content of the low energy
physics is independent of the short distance theory up to parameter redefini-
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tion effects, which in turn leads to a formulation that uses this interpretation
(equivalent to imposing the Ren group (RG) invariance) as technical starting
point. However, from our discussions above, this is an ad hoc assumption
as the Ren conditions affect physics and the independence of the low energy
theories upon the short-distance theory scale (acting as a cutoff) does not
necessarily mean that the effective theories are independent of the Ren con-
ditions. In our point of view, the procedure of fixing the ambiguities or the
Ren conditions is the most important thing as different choice leads to dif-
ferent physics ! (We will discuss some evidences from quantum mechanics
in next section). It is also not justified to use just one simple energy scale to
parametrize all the short distance theory’s influences on the LE theories let
alone to simply cut off the ’HE’ modes given by the LE models.
As we have pointed out, the Feynman Amplitudes or the 1PI functions
are generally parametrized by more than one constants (I will refer to them
as ’radiative constants (RCs)’) in addition to the phenomenological ones (
classical masses and couplings). If the changes in the RCs could be com-
pletely compensated by that in the phenomenological ones (which is only
possible for rather special kind of models ), then we might implement a re-
definition invariance of the constants for the FAs like in the RG case. Such
an ’invariance’ needs verification rather than being simply imposed upon
and could not be simply parametrized by one parameter like in RG equation
(RGE). Otherwise, beyond the utility as a technique for partial summing to
go beyond the perturbation, RGE, if exists, should only correspond to real
physical symmetry. For the critical phenomena, the symmetry is that of the
scaling law, and there are physically meaningful infinities–the infinite corre-
lation lengths. For the general LE particle physics far from the thresholds
where new physical excitations or modes may appear, there is no sensible
scaling symmetries nor sensible physical infinities. Hence, no sensible sym-
metry can lead to RGE in such general cases where most QFTs work well.
For the deep inelastic scattering (DIS), where thresholds for new physics
come closer, the dynamics is about to undergo a ’phase transition’, at least
approximate scaling symmetry may show up and RG like equation tends to
be real thing. Such results can in principle be achieved in any approach if one
has correctly performed the treatment of the ambiguities. In fact, the DIS is
just the arena where RGE built up its reputation in high energy physics.
We wish to note that since there is no room for divergence and hence no
room for bare parameters in our approach, the so-called mass scale hierarchy
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problem in the Standard Model [19] may become less serious if one adopts our
proposal, the ’fine-tuning’ problem will be superceded by the determination
of the radiatively-arised constants (which should be taken as the influences
from the underlying theory, just what we discussed above)from physical re-
quirements. Thus, the original need for the supersymmetry [20] to cancell
certain UV divergences in order to overcome this ’fine-tuning’ [19] should be
reexamined (within our new approach) in its physical relevance rather than
in infinity removing uses.
4 Applications to Nonperturbative Examples
From the presentation above, it is clear that our approach works in principle
for any model, whether it is a QFT or not. The key observation that the UV
ill-definedness is caused by illegitimate order of ’operations’ is valid for both
perturbative framework and the non-perturbative ones, see Eq.(1). That
is to say, our approach should apply to nonperturbative calculations, with
perhaps some technical modifications.
It is important in the usual Ren methods that one has enough classical
parameters to absorb the divergences for problems in study. Once there are
more divergent integrals to be compensated, one can by no way remove all
the divergences and the conclusions thus obtained were in fact questionable,
especially in the nonpertubative contexts. In our point of view, it implies the
rationale and techniques of the old Ren schemes are simply bad ’substitutes’.
The results obtained in these schemes might be incorrect or even irrelevant
to the physical phenomenon under concern. In other words, nonperturbative
problems can be critical touchstones for these schemes. Of course, they also
provide tests for the correctness and reasonableness of our approach. That
is why I would like to discuss these examples.
Recently, the cutoff Reg and Dimensional Reg are compared in nonper-
turbative context in quantum mechanics with Delta-potential problems [12].
Quantum mechanics with Delta-otentials can be natural framework for con-
tact interactions in nuclear physics, molecular physics and solid-state physics.
We are especially interested in the case in nuclear physics, as it is recently
a hot topic initiated by Weinberg’s suggestion [21] that the technology of
effective field theory (EFT [22], not exactly that proposed above) could be
used to describe LE nuclear physics phenomena. The resulting theory is a
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non-relativistic quantum mechanics with Delta- potentials, which are in fact
singular in the short-distance behavior by birth. According to our discussions
above, we should first bear in mind that, when there is problem of unphysical
UV infinities, it means that the LE effective models must have failed in the
higher energy end. Or the theory is ill-defined and it is illegitimate to simply
work with the propagators and vertices ( or Green functions and potentials)
given by the very LE models, nor should one introduce any ad hoc Regs
without taking care of its unphysical ingredients. Great care must be taken
wrt the Reg effects. Thus the inequivalence between the cutoff Reg and Di-
mensional Reg exhibited in Ref. [12] well evidenced the correctness of our
arguments. Since no Reg and Ren scheme is superior to the others as long
as UV infinities may appear or even irremovable within the very scheme, the
conclusions arrived at with such Reg and Ren schemes need reexamination.
Now let us show how to treat the problem within our approach. Gener-
ally, the Lippmann-Schwinger equation for T -Matrix in the simple two-body
problems formally reads (we follow the notation conventions of Ref. [12])
T (p′, p;E) = V (p′, p) +
∫
ddk
(2π)d
V (p′, k)
1
E+ − k2/(2µ)
T (k, p;E), (17)
where E+ is E+ iǫ, with E non-negative, and µ denotes the reduced mass in
the two-body problem. In our point of view, this equation is not well-defined
and should be written as the LE limit of that derived from the more fun-
damental underlying theory which is unavailable to us by now. [ We should
note that, the underlying parameters will be always denoted as {σ}. For
different problems or different LE ranges, the contents may differ, this is due
to that for lower and lower energy level, some modes which are themselves
LE modes for still higher energy ranges become relatively ’high energy’ ones
and inactive in the more lower energy ranges, and the phenomenological pa-
rameters for these ’HE’ modes become ( for the more lower energy dynamics)
’underlying’ ones.] So in our language, Eq.(17) should be ’corrected’ as
T (p′, p;E; {σ}) = V (p′, p; {σ}) +
∫
ddk
(2π)2
V (p′, k; {σ})
×G(E+ − k2/(2µ); {σ})T (k, p;E; {σ}), (18)
V (p′, p) ≡ L{σ}V (p
′, p; {σ}),
1
E+ − k2/(2µ)
≡ L{σ}G(E
+ − k2/(2µ); {σ}). (19)
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Eq.(18) is now well-defined in the underlying theory.Thus Eq.(17) is correct
only when there is no UV infinities (again as before we assume no IR prob-
lem is in concern as is indeed the case in the following discussions for the
Delta-potential problem) so that the LE limit operator can cross the inter-
nal momentum integration (summation over intermediate states) and act on
everything. Otherwise we have to find a legitimate way to let the LE limit
operator cross everything (acting on everything) so that we can calculate
with the objects given by the LE theories.
In the case of Delta-potential, V (p′, p) = C, but the V (. . . ; {σ}) is gen-
erally a nonlocal potential before the LE limit is taken. To be rigorous, we
write formally
T (p′, p;E; {c0}) = C + L{σ}
{∫ ddk
(2π)d
V (p′, k; {σ})
×G(E+ − k2/(2µ); {σ})T (p′, p;E; {σ})
}
, (20)
and it is not generally legitimate move the V (. . . ; {σ}) out of the integration
to be directly subject to the LE limit operator–which is exactly what was
done in the conventional calculation (with only the propagator regularized)–
and it is definitely illegitimate to apply the LE limit operator to all the other
objects before the integration is done. Thus, in principle, even when the LE
potential is local (of course V (. . . ; {σ}) is nonlocal), it might be dangerous
to simply reduce Eq.(18) to an algebraic one. Only when the ill-definedness
is mainly caused by 1/(E+−k2/(2µ)) (i.e., it differs greatly from G(. . . ; {σ})
in the UV region where V (. . .) differs less from V (. . . ; {σ}), we could pull out
the true potential to subject it directly to the action of the LE limit operator.
In other words, to put Eq.(18) (a correct formulation for Eq.(17)) or Eq. (20)
into an algebraic one requires quite nontrivial properties of the potential and
the propagator, which the usual analysis failed to note. To focus on the
main point, we temporarily assume this condition is satisfied, then we have
the well-defined form of the algebraic equation for the T−matrix (which is
now parametrized by the new constants {c0} from the LE limit in addition
to E),
1
T on(E; {c0})
=
1
C
− I(E; {c0}), (21)
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with
I(E; {c0}) = L{σ}
∫
ddk
(2π)d
G(E+ − k2/(2µ); {σ}). (22)
Now we can employ the technique described in sections II and III to calculate
the integrals, i.e., first differentiate G(E+ − . . . ; . . .) wrt E+ (which is the
’external’ parameter in the integral) for appropriate times, secondly perform
the LE limit legitimately and carry out the integral thus obtained, finally do
the ’inverse’ operation wrt E and we find the followings (note that here one
differentiation wrt E reduces the divergence degree by two)
Id;odd(E; {c
0})⇒ Id;o(E; {c
′})
= −i
2µπd/2+1
Γ(d/2)(2π)d
(2µE)d/2−1 +N [(d−1)/2](2µE; {c′}); (23)
Id;even(E; {c
0})⇒ Id;e(E; {c
′})
=
2µπd/2
Γ(d/2)(2π)d
(2µE)d/2−1 ln(2µE/c′0) +N
[d/2](2µE; {c′}) (24)
with {c′} being arbitrary constants–the ambiguities. These expressions can
again be viewed as universal parametrizations and compared with that given
in cutoff Reg and dimensional Reg schemes (C.f. Ref [12]) with the latter
ones as special cases.
In terms of the ambiguous (but finite ) integrals given by Eq.(23,24), the
T−matrix is now parametrized by {c′} in addition to E like
1
T on(E; {c′})
=
1
C
− Id;...(E; {c
′}). (25)
Again we need to fix the constants {c′} rather than to renormalize the inter-
action constant C.
It is easy to see that following the normalization condition of Ref. [12],
we can well reproduce the result derived by Weinberg [21] in two or three
dimensional space-time. However, there seems to be no necessary constraints
on the phenomenological constant C as it is physical rather than ’bare’ in our
approach. Thus, to us good, this LE framework a´ la Weinberg [21] serves
equally well for both the attractive interactions and the repulsive ones if
one adopts our approach, contrary to the conclusions that EFT framework
failed in the repulsive cases where the LE models are believed to be trivial
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[23, 24, 25]. As a matter of fact, the triviality, if investigated in our approach,
can not be the unique conclusion provided one carefully fix the ambiguities.
The nontriviality of the Delta-potential dynamics has also been investigated
by Jackiw [26]. In our point of view, the triviality conclusion is flawed as the
Reg factors had not been seriously taken into account (which is common in
many conventional studies, and it is hard to be avoided if one does not adopt
the viewpoints and technical approach proposed above), especially when a
Reg makes the results containing irremovable infinities (which is just the case
for the cutoff Reg scheme adopted in Ref. [12, 24, 25]) as we remarked above.
This problem can be attacked from another angle. Jackiw had already
pointed out [26] that the Hamiltonians for such models are not automatically
Hermitean but need self-adjoint extension. This has already been dealt with
by mathematicians in the operator theory [27] and has also been extensively
discussed by physicists [28] in a number of approaches such as boundary
value conditions at the short-distance limit, Dirichlet quadratic form ap-
proach, nonstandard analysis method, resolvent method and others (please
refer to [28] for a comprehensive list of the literatures for these approaches).
Each approach, if viewed from our standpoint, amounts to a way of trying to
retrieve the lost information about the UV underlying structures. The key
point is, in such cases, the self-adjointness of the Hamiltonian is never self
evident and beyond examination. That is, in contrast to the normal case,
the contact potential problem a´ la Schro¨dinger equation is ill-defined. The
resolution of the problem gives rise to a family of self-adjoint extensions of
the original Hamiltonian operator parametrized by an additional constant,
which upon different choices leads to different or inequivalent (LE) physics
[13]. This additional ’family’ parameter is just the constant that will surely
be predicted from the LE limit operation in our approach, corresponding to
the ambiguity whose definition requires most attention as stressed for times
in section II and III. As a matter of fact, there is an approach that is tech-
nically quite similar to ours here, the one based on resolvent formalism [29]
where an important object is defined through an equation in which it ap-
peared in a form differentiated wrt the ’external’ parameter–the resolvent
variable (energy). Thus this important object is only defined up to an ad-
ditional parameter—the family parameter in other formalism–which is to be
determined by other input, just like in our approach.
Now we can understand why the conventional Ren approaches failed in
such problem. First, the Regs used ( often the cutoff Reg scheme) may in the
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first place introduces unphysical infinities that might spoil the results esp. in
the nonperturbative case as demonstrated in Phillips et al ’s work [12] and
discussed above (they are not guaranteed to have correctly parametrized the
UV underlying dynamics as they are simply artificial substitutes!). Secondly,
the physical definition of the additional constant(s) would be impeded by the
irremediable remaining UV infinities. Thirdly, the conclusions thus reached
were either irrelevant to the LE physics or questionable. So, the proofs that
the effective range of the Delta-potentials is non-positive based on the cutoff
Reg [24, 25] are flawed ones. The proof should be done in several independent
approaches and each should take good care of the definition of the ’free’
parameter and its implications. Since, the self-adjointness and hence the
unitarity of such models can not be simply assumed and started with and
one should instead exert quite nontrivial efforts to define them carefully, we
hold that the status about the utility of these LE contact interaction models
remains unsettled just as Jackiw indicated in his work [26].
To this stage, we could see that, the λφ4 theory in 3+1-dimensional space-
time, which is conventionally held as trivial, should now be understood as
a LE effective model just like any other QFTs as QED, QCD,etc. The only
question about its utility lies in whether it could be consistently defined
wrt the ambiguities. To this end, we view it an unsettled question. The
conclusions drawn from the lattice approach, in our eyes, are questionable as
it is again a cutoff like Reg scheme that suffers from severe UV divergences
that are irremovable (the lattice approach is non-perturbative).
Now it is evident that our approach is more reasonable than the conven-
tional Ren frameworks both from physical rationality and from the capability
of dealing with the nonperturbative ill-definedness quite simply as well as ef-
ficiently where the conventional approaches could hardly reach reasonable
conclusions as they are often heavily plagued by the bad Reg schemes and
hence by the irremediable UV infinities.
I would like to mention a recent investigation [30] on Higgs particles in
nonperturbative context employing the approach we proposed here (see also
[4, 9]). The results thus obtained were neat and clear, comparing with that
performed within the old Ren framework. Especially, the physical pictures
are different from that using the old Ren, which is now easy to see from the
discussions above.
Another work by Dai et al [31] also implied that the conventional quan-
tum mechanical framework failed in the case of the presence of singular (UV)
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potential. Care must be taken in the construction of complete and orthogo-
nal eigenvectors with real eigenvalues where again a ’free’ parameter arised
naturally in the course of the construction [32].
One may expect that great ease can be found in employing our approach
or its equivalents (in any form known or unknown) in his/her studies in the
nonperturbative contexts and the outcome of this act would be quite different
and significant. Moreover, within our approach, those phenomenologically
oriented models which are unrenormalizable in the usual Ren schemes could
become quite tame ones and be of great help. One can test it with the NJL
model and chiral perturbation theory [33] and even with gravity [34]. We
also note that the principally nonperturbative effective action formalism [35]
which is widely used, once equipped with our strategy, will greatly help to
illuminate the topics concerned and to produce quite different but nonetheless
physical conclusions which are often unattainable within the old schemes.
5 About IR Problem
Now let us consider the infrared (IR) problems. Conventionally we have
the Kinoshita-Poggio-Quinn theorem [36, 37, 38] and the Kinoshita-Lee-
Nauenberg theorem [36, 38, 39] to take care of them in off-shell Green func-
tions and on-shell Green functions (or S-matrix) respectively for QCD and
the like. As they are obtained with the assumption that the UV ambiguities
(or divergences) have been removed, we may expect the same hold for FTI
in our treatment where the finite yet ambiguous constants take place of the
divergences and the subsequent subtractions, at least for the gauge theories
in this class. The IR problem for gauge theories is in fact due to the degen-
eracy of charge particle states ”wearing” soft boson clouds [36, 38, 39]and
its deeper origin is shown to be the conflict between gauge symmetry and
Lorentz invariance [40]. Hence the IR issue would contribute something non-
trivial to the physical requirements for the set FTI . In fact, the IR problem
for QCD concerns directly dynamical color confinement [41] which is in turn
closely related to dynamical chiral symmetry breaking and finally to the com-
plicated nonperturbative vacuum structure, these all can, once resolved, lead
to quite significant structural constraints on the RCs.
Here, I would like to suggest another way of thinking which aims at again
a general framework for dealing with unphysical IR infinities with more phys-
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ical rationale. Due to our discussions in the first section, we have seen that
the existence of the fundamental underlying theory implies that the QFTs we
have in hand are simplified LE limit, hence the spectra structures given by
these effective models deviate from the ones given by the underlying theory,
i.e., the UV ends of the effective spectra are incorrect, and the effective modes
break up or new fundamental modes become active in UV ends. The similar
reasoning works for the IR divergence. For a complete representation of the
world, we should expect that the underlying theory is also well defined in the
IR sector. (Our discussions in the introduction about the spectra are partial
as we deliberately omitted the IR issues to focus on the UV structures.) It
is conceivable that the phenomenological LE models give wrong information
of the IR end spectra signaled by the unphysical IR infinities.
The underlying theory, ’postulated’ here, if exists, should contain all the
nontrivial UV and IR structural information that each effective theory–at
least ill-defined at one end, UV or IR–lacks and ’misses’. Then an inter-
esting scenario dawns upon us: for each effective model dominating certain
energy range (say, theory Imid), there should exist two other effective mod-
els (or sectors) that are most adjacent to this model from the IR end and
UV end respectively (say, IIR and IUV ). Then it is imaginable that the phe-
nomenological parameters in IIR and/or IUV would at least quite nontrivially
improve the status of the IR and/or UV behaviors of the theory Imid. While
on the other hand, the Imid contains what IIR (resp. IUV ) needs to improve
its UV (resp. IR) behaviors. Put it another way, the active and ’elemen-
tary’ modes or fields in IIR will break up in Imid and give way to the new
’elementary’ modes active in Imid. Similarly, the ’elementary’ modes in Imid
will go ’hibernating’ as the energy goes down while ’new’ elementary modes
’emerge’ to dominate spectra in IIR. The relation between the elementary
modes in Imid and IUV is in principle just like that between those in IIR and
Imid. Of course, there may be modes active in several successive effective
models, some may even be active and stable through all energy levels—the
’fossil’ modes or fields we mentioned in the introduction. Evidently, the in-
formation about those ’elementary’ modes in IIR and IUV missing from Imid
(i.e., missing from the effective spectrum given by Imid) can contribute to
improve the IR and UV behavior of the latter.
Thus, in a sense, both the IR modes and the UV modes and hence the
associated phenomenological constants characterizing them ’underlie’ a QFT
(or more generally, a quantum theory) if this QFT is ill-defined in the IR
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and UV ends. In this report, we have shown a simple but powerful way of
extracting finite results in spite of not knowing the true UV structures. To
be complete, we should also work out a way to get rid of the IR unphysical
infinities in the same spirit (but not necessarily with the same technique).
The author does not have a solid idea for the answer right now. Through
the discussions just made above, we can see that the ’underlying’ structures
(IR and UV) and the effective structures are in fact unified in an ’organic’
way, they depend upon each other and they contribute to each other. We
might expect that more efficient treatment of the IR troubles of a QFT would
involve the whole spectra properties (including the ’effective’ range and the
UV end) in a quite sophisticated way. The whole ’organic’ as well as unified
theory, if accessible, describes everything without any kind of ambiguity.
Now, the main difficulty lies in the way to parametrize the effects from the
underlying’ IR sector upon the present theory’s structures (through propa-
gators, vertices or other components of the theory?) so that the IR ill-
definedness is signaled by the ambiguities. The effectiveness of the present
QFT in the IR respect would be indicated by a limit operator saying that cer-
tain underlying parameters characterizing the IR end are ’vanishingly small’.
Recently, the use of duality and holomorphy in supersymmetric field theories
has led to tremendous progresses in obtaining nonperturbative results that
are more well-defined in the IR as well as the UV respect [42]. We hope to be
able to integrate this achievement as well as that of the infraparticle [40, 43]
into our future investigations on the solution of the IR ill-definedness [44].
6 Discussions and Summary
First, we note that our approach is rather general in concept and can be
applied to any model (whether a field theoretical one or not) in any space-
time ( whether Euclidean or Minkowskian). The true building blocks we work
with are the various Green functions (parametrized by {σ} in addition to the
usual parameters). Thus, we may even work in a ’partial’ model subject to
future completion. Second, we also parametrized the ’elementary’ fields of the
effective theories to indicate that there are structures underlying these fields.
This is also exhibited in Eq.(1) in the measures for the path integrals. Thus, it
is also capable of dealing with the ill-definedness in the composite operators
constructed from the field operators and that in the jacobians associated
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with the measures [45]. The resulting expressions should be again given in
terms of the phenomenological variables (constants and fields) and the finite
constants (RCs, see section III) [46]. Third, it is immediate to find, with
the preparations above, that the Hilbert space associated with a LE theory
should also be reconsidered with respect to the influences of the underlying
parameters. This possibility is never discussed in the usual Reg and Ren
framework (as they are only intermediate stage treatments) to the author’s
best knowledge. In our approach, this issue arises naturally. We should
at least consider the implications of the underlying theory for the Hilbert
spaces for the effective theories. Fourth, it would be interesting to integrate
our approach with the BV anti-field formalism of quantization [47] that has
been used to deal with the unrenormalizable theories quite recently [48].
We want to point out that, the conventional quantization procedure
of fields is now subject to question. The ’elementary’ commutator for a
field (fermionic or bosonic) and its conjugate, if calculated (or formulated)
from the underlying theory, must have been at least a nonlocal function(al)
parametrized by the underlying parameters of the underlying theory and
must have been closely related with the gravitational interaction and perhaps
new fundamental ones, rather than a highly abstract Dirac delta function
containing least information. In a sense, the incompleteness of the present
QFTs or their ill-definedness is inherent in the present quantization procedure
whose most elementary technical building block is the Dirac delta function
(called as distribution by mathematicians) that is extremely singular and can
not be defined in the usual sense of function. That the distribution theory
works necessarily with test function space or appropriate measure, if viewed
from physical angle, is equivalent to that we need more ’fundamental struc-
tures’ in order for some singular functions to make sense, i.e., a necessity of
introducing underlying theory or its artificial substitute–regularization. The
constructive field theory approach, in this sense, also works with a regular-
ization effected through the differential properties(Ck) of the test functions.
Thus, we have opened up many important topics that deserve further
serious investigations.
Our investigation here, significantly benefited from taking the QFTs as
effective theories of a more fundamental underlying theory, suggests that the
’final answer’, may not be a field theory [1], at least there is no hope for the
field theoretical formulations like what we presently have. We temporarily
refrain from making further remarks about the relation between our approach
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and string theories. We should also stress that, our approach does not resort
to symmetries and invariances to get rid of the infinities, while the old Ren
frameworks has to use them and thus are greatly limited [1]. That is to
say, we can use the models exhibiting less symmetric regularity for certain
phenomena without worrying about infinities any more.
In summary, we discussed in some detail the approach recently proposed
by the author and the important consequences following from it. We have
overcome many typical difficulties and shortcomings associated with old Reg
and Ren frameworks. The method is simple and powerful in many respects.
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